
JANE EAGLEN
(Coil tinned froni poge 5)

JE: I used to knit a lot. I really en—
joyed knitting and did quite complicated
stuff, but! haven’t for awhile. I like mov
ies, although we tend to watch DVDs
more than actually going to the cinema,
just because of time. I enjoyed Mouthi
Rouge antI actually went to see the Boheme

Baz Luhrmann is doing. It is wonderful.
and ! would urge you to go. I spend a lot
of time on the computer and I play gaines
on the computer.

KC: Do you get a lot of e-mail?

,JE: Not from fans. ! do get e-mail
from friends and family. I don’t read the
opera boards on the internet. I use it to
look up to see whether the Seattle Mari
ners have won, which they haven’t ic—
cently. ! have always been a big sports
fan. My new sport is baseball. During the
week off between [cycles in Seattlej, I
sang the national anthem twice for the
Mariners. I have a wide range of interests.
I think it is important to have other things
in my life so that when I do have to con
centrate on a role, my mind is fresh and I
am ready to do that.

This article was transcribed Jrom a ic—
cording of the interview and, in the inter
est of available space, some of the dia
logue had to he omitted. 7’lie tronscnp
tion was kind/v done In Barbara Price/c.

GRAPHIC HISTORY
(Co~uinucdfro;n tagc 7)

1946). Volumes l—lV.
6. Wagner travelled often throughout his
life. The cities of his residence shown arc
places he I ved, but not necessarily coin inti—
ously. Precise dates are available elsewhere:
those shown here are approximate for the pur
pose of relating to his compositions.
7. Rienzi, 1-Idllander and Lohengrin were
first performed before the piano versions were
published, hence the forked lines in each case.
8. Tannhüuser was first performed in 1845
in Dresden. A version that ‘vas substantially
revised for the Parisian public was lust per
formed in 1861.

—LETTERS TO

THE EDITOR—

(Co,iiiiu,edfroni Page 2)

But this was not just four nights of
great opera. It was rather a cultural event
the like of which Limerick may never see

Wagnerites came from far away to hear
Wagner; scholars came to lecture and an
swer questions. They all experienced not
only Wagner, but Limerick as well. I hope
they felt as fulfilled as I (lid.

Now Wagner has left Limerick and I
wontler: do the people of Limerick know
what happened in their city in Atigust,
2002? Are they aware that one of the
great artists of all time came to visit? That
the Sistine Chapel of music was ‘‘painted”
at their University? A few, of course. But
for most,! fear, Wagner’s brief stay passed
withottt much notice.

This mttch I can say with certainty:
For me Limerick will never be quite the
same, this old town that I love has been
blessed. Shining over Limerick now is a
bright musical halo. May it shine forever.
Bravo Limerick.

—Michael Browner
Miami, Florida

again.
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THE WAGNER EXPERIENCE AND ITS

MEANING TO US

Wagner’s work can be entertaining, but
for ,nost of its a great deal of it is pro
found and often deeply moving. Under
standing what makes it so is not easy; but
it is clear to many that when we do finally
begin to comprehend even a little of the
foundations upon which Wagner wrote,
we thereby understand a bit more about
life itself—a glorious achievement.

In 1996, Princeton University Press
published Wagner, a book by Michael
Tanner ~, who was then Dean of C’orpus
Christi College at cambridge University.
In Great Britain there was considerable
controversy concerning sonic of the state
ments that Tanner had voiced in his work.
Those criticisms camne especially front
Bany Millington, a well-known and re
spected Wagnerian, bitt also from others.
Tanne,; hardly a shrinking violet, re
sponded and matters became quite heated.
In time, this discussion had at least one
positive outcome: it motivated Paul
Dawson-Bowling—who is no stranger to
the pages of LErrMoTIvE—to write the fol
lowing essay. Although we do not here
re-publish the eat-her quarrels of Tannem;
Millington, and others, the insights those
disputes brought forth fi-oni Dawson
Bowling in 1997 struck me, in a recent re
reading, as being timeless and of consid
erable interest in themselves. I hope that
our readem-s will agree. We publish this
essay with the kind pennission ofboth the
Editor of Wagner News (where it origi
nally appeared) as well as the author.

It is a bit baffling and a bit discourag
ing to see what rage and spite seem to
have been unleashed by Michael Tanner’s
Wagner. I am not sure that I fully under
stand him at all points, but this is a fasci
nating book, without a dull sentence. Un
fortunately a lot of reviews, even alas
some by members of The Wagner Soci
ety [Great Britain], seem to concentrate
on its blemishes and flaws. These are un
deniable, but relatively insignificant in
comparison with the valuable insights. In
addition to the complaints about flaws,
there are complaints about the fact that
Tanner does not sufficiently vilify ‘the
Beast of Bayreuth’, as the Qpem-a review
put it (and does not that reveal a bit of
prejudice?), and complaints that Tanner
even finds quite a lot to admire in Wagner
the man. There are complaints that he is
not sufficiently focused on the nasty anti-
Semitism of Wagner as revealed by his
making his villains nastily Jewish, and
complaints that he plays down the veg
etarian message of Pars ifal.

The fact is that many of us more ordi
nary mortals, and indeed of ordinary ge
nial human nature, with which the au
thors of these criticisms seem only dis
tantly acquainted, can only respond — ‘for
this relief much thanks’—gratitude that
Tanner cuts through the trivia to some of
the more important reasons why Wagner
matters to us so splendidly. As Michael
Tanner explains: “He (Wagner) makes
repeated assaults both in his discursive

—Editor writings and in his dramatic works on the

most exasperating and obsessive of all
issues: what in our lives we are prepared
to accept as equivalent to the losses which
are constantly inflicted upon us. He sees
life as a continual attempt to make good
what we have been deprived of—or what
may come to the same thing, what we feel
we have been deprived of. These depriva
tions may be of three kinds: those we are
responsible for, through negligence, reck
lessness, over-reaching, and so forth; those
that we suffer at the hands of contingent
but common circumstance, including the
violation of other greedy agents; those
which are the inevitable consequence of
being what and who we are, individual
beings in time with a certain and swift
end to all our efforts. We have to cope
with ourselves, our environment, and the
ineliminable conditions of existence and
its termination.”

The question how to cope with these
conditions and find personal salvation has
been the problem and the mainspring of
philosophy and religion from time imme
morial. One of Wagner’s biggest objec
tives was to try to provide a new route to
salvation through the medium of his art. I
am not clear whether Tanner ultimately
rejects Wagner’s implicit claim that art
can change life, as his book at some point
suggests, but whatever the case the book
seems to show how Wagner’s art can in
deed stand on equal terms with philoso
phy or religion as the guiding star by
which to live. What an objective! All credit

(Continued on page 3)

Probably evemyone who reads this journal has wondered about the meanings in Wagner’s operas and how mastemfully, if
mysteriously, he always manages to move us: Paul Dawson-Bowling addresses these issues. We have reviews of the
remarkable St Petersburg Ring; the m-ecent Munich Gotterdammerung; and the unusual San Francisco Symphony semi-
staged Dutchman; lastly is a photograph of the letterfrom Cosima to Minna. -
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Celebrating the 3OO’~ Anniversary of St.
Petersburg, the Mariinsky Theater ex
tended its ‘Stars of the White Nights’ Fes
tival from mid-May into August, featur
ing (for Wagnerites) a cycle of Dci Ring
des Nihelungen on June 13, 14, 16 and
18.

The anticipation of Valery Gergiev
conducting Wagner, the expectation of a
frenetic interpretation—at least an exciting
interpretation—was not realized, His con
ducting was fluid, more or less traditional
in Dos Rheingold. However, for the Pre
lude to Die Walkiire some of his athletic
body movements were evident as he oc
casionally jumped from his stool to “grab
up the sounds” which he wanted from his
players for a dramatic moment. In spite of
the very heavy Mariinsky schedule, the
well-rehearsed orchesu’a played as a unit
and with noticeable success from the horn
section. However, the tension, the energy,
the fire, the excitement were missing.

The all-Russian cast of singers per
formed well, although with some pronun
ciation and enunciation problems, which
were particularly understandable because
the last production of The Ring cycle pre
miered in 1933. Wagner’s music was first
performed in Russia in the 1 850s. He him
self went to Russia in 1863, conducting
several concerts to great acclaim, although
opinions were divided about his ideas.
His operas were first staged in Russia in
the late 1860s, and The Ring in 1889. It
was not greatly appreciated because of
the complicated music, lack of traditional
vocals, the pre-eminence of the orchestra,
and the alien subject matter. Die Wallciire
was first staged at the Mariinsky Theater
in 1900 with the cycle completed in 1905;
proper order cycles were first presented at
the I3olshoi Theater in Moscow in 1914.
Until the 1917 revolution Wagner’s op
eras accounted for 60% of the company’s
repertoire. After Sergei Eisenstein’s pro
duction of Die Walk/ire for the Bolshoi in
1940 (as a pro-German gesture in the af
termath of the notorious Molotov-von
Ribbontrop Pact), Wagner’s music was

banned from Russian theaters, and he was
condemned as “the voice of Nazism”. It
was under Valery Gcrgiev’s direction in
the I 990s that Wagner’s music re—emerged
in Russia, first with Lohengrin, thcn Dci
Jliegende Hollander When Gergiev was
here some years ago conducting the San
Francisco Symphony, I had the opportu
nity of visiting with him and asked when
he would be doing a Ring in Russia. He
immediately sat at the piano and played a
bit of Lohengrin, maybe a seed was
planted....

The abstract set designs, costumes and
direction caused distraction and confu
sion. It was reported that the experienced
German director Johannes Schaaf’s ro
mantic Dos Rheingold in 1999 was a dis
appointment, and David Freeman was
hired but replaced by the production’s
designer Gottfiied Pilz who recycled ideas
from Schaaf for an intense, dramatic Die
Walk/ire in 2000. The final two operas
were directed by Moscow’s Vladimir
Mirzoyev with Georgy Tsypin’s
minimalist sets on a raked stage, perhaps
a reflection of Wieland Wagner. He used
megalithic figures to create a prehistoric
environment—perhaps giants from The

(Continued on page 8)

COSIMA’S LETTER

TO MINNA

In the Winter issue, we published a trans
lation of what we believe isa hitherto
unpublished letter from Cosima to Minna.
On page II of this issue you will find a
reproduction of all four pages of the ac
tual letter. We did not have this reproduc
tion until now, but felt it would be of
considerable interest to many of our read
ers. We obtained the reproduction from
the current owner of the letter, Mr. David
Dudey. It was not a simple matter for Mr.
Dudey to prepare the reproduction for us:
it entailed finding a facility at his univer
sity with the appropriate equipment to
digitize the letter while simultaneously
avoiding any physical damage to the origi
nal. We vei’y much appreciate his kind
ness and effort.

Andrew Rombakis, who has made all
of this possible (with the help of David
Kadarauch of the San Francisco Opera
orchestra, a former owner of the letter),
also has recently discovered that this let
ter is briefly mentioned (not translated) in
Letters of Richard Wagnet; The Burrell
Collection, edited by John N. Burk, (New
York: Macmillan, 1950).

THE MARIINSKY RING: 2003
The First Russian Ring In 70 Years
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WAGNER EXPERIENCE
(Continued from page 1)

to Tanner for ‘trying to clear out of the
way some of the more obvious and a few
of the less obvious obstacles to under
standing how Wagner works towards this
objective.

One of the salient points of his book is
the central position it ascribes to Wagner’s
Schopenhauerism, not just in the years
after Wagner first read Schopenhauer, but
throughout his entire life and works. Wag
ner felt he had discovered himself in
Schopenhauer’s view that life is intoler
able because it is a painful sequence of
endless mental ‘burnt fingers’ and
‘stubbed toes’ as our hopes and
endeavours are continually frustrated.
There was a side of Wagner’s personality
that soaked up Schopenhauer’s prescrip
tion for dealing with the frustration that
makes life intolerable; the prescription
being that a person must empty himself of
any will to effect anything at all in order
to avoid the continual pain of having his
will frustrated. Where Wagner diverged
from Schopenhauer was in other sides of
his personality: first in his sheer appetite
for life, his boundless energy and achieve
ment; second in his celebration of love as
something that could redeem existence
and make it worthwhile (even though there
were times when Wagner went along with
Schopenhauer and saw it as destructive);
and third in his view that art (his own
works) could also redeem life and make it
worthwhile.

Tanner seems to suggest that Wagner’s
works are a mosaic of his thinking, and
his book effectively examines the differ
ent, sometimes contradictory contributions
made by different works towards the com
plete mosaic, the whole picture. Rudolph
Sabor’s indispensable book, The Real
Wagnet2 rather leaves the impression that
whenever Wagner can be quoted for a
particular point of view, it is always pos
sible to find another quote for the very
opposite. Tanner faithfully reflects the con
tradictions. He covers an enormous
amount of ground in a very short space,
close-compressed, and sometimes the
prose style suggests a man taking time
out of a hectic academic schedule to dic
tate at speed against sharp deadlines. Even

so, Wagner’s almost philosophical sys
tem emerges as surprisingly coherent. It
is impossible to describe Tanner’s exege
sis in detail, but for instance I had never
realised how far Die Meistersinger can be
taken as a consistent elaboration of some
of the values of Tristan und Isolde, and
not a reversal.

Tanner seems to plead guilty to
Nietzsche’s accusation that Wagner and
his works offer his enthusiasts a kind of
salvation; indeed they do; but the ques
tion arises whether Nietzsche was right to
belittle and blame Wagner’s kind of sal
vation as a mere narcotic, something to
make it easier to turn inwards and escape

from reality, for weaklings who are too
feeble-minded or lily-livered to cope with
it. The command to his audience implicit
in Wagner’s works, their total effect, is a
drastic modification of Schopenhauer.
Whatever spiritual disciplines Wagner
may have followed privately in order to
achieve the negation of his will, the pre
scription of his works that emerges in
practice is to live life as abundantly as
their author did.

The works perform this prescriptive
function partly as action-manuals, setting
out how to conceive and order and live a
life of spiritual growth. They also aim to
bring into being a mode of experience
which is itself an alternative to ordinary
life, and which is of such significance that
it validates our existence. In performing
this dual function, Wagner’s works, most
obviously Parsifal, have a good deal in
common with the rituals, liturgies and ser
vices of mainstream European organised
religions. Certainly organised religions

also work partly through the ecstatic force
with which they print myths, powerful
prescriptive archetypes on the imagina
tion, but unlike conventional religions,
Wagner’s works claim no external truth
value. They do not need belief in an invis
ible transcendental being out there for
them to work their redemptive effect.

It is true that in the case of Pars ifal it is
not clear how far Wagner believed in the
Christianity that is its substrate. Nietzsche
apparently thought he did and never for
gave him, and I used to know an old
Austrian doctor who regarded the B nil
nor Mass, the St. Matthew Passion and
Parsifal equally as the supreme fulfilments
of a profound Christian faith. But there is
no suggestion that the Ring and Tristan
should be taken as literally true, We know
they are myths, illusions, and yet this does
not lessen their cathartic effect. As Michael
Tanner says, the principal characters,
Isolde and Tristan and BrLinnhilde depart
from life in advanced states of Wa/in-
illusion, and consequently in a state of
exhalation. It is not clear, and it probably
does not matter, whether they are frilly
taken in by their dying visions, almost
hallucinations of entering a deathless,
mystical union with the beloved, with the
Universe. When it comes to ourselves, it
is probably because of the very inconsis
tencies and contradictions in Wagner that
he can enable us to experience the uplift
ing effect of the Wahn-illusion without
having to believe in it for real and wrap
ourselves up in it.

I take the sharpest possible issue with
Nietzsche in his notion that the Wagne
rian catharsis, the Wahn-illusion, is noth
ing but a crutch for the mentally unstable
or unwell, or the emotionally inadequate,
with nothing to offer for those in good
health. It may well be that his catharsis
has psycho-therapeutic possibilities to
wards emotional health in certain psychi
atric and spiritual disorders, but if so this
is a cause for gratitude not censure! In
practice it is quite evident to me as a
doctor that many of those whose spiritual
voyages through life gain colour, added
meaning and serenity from Wagner are
perfectly healthy and stable. Again, be
cause of the rifts and inconsistencies in

(Continued on page 12)

PAUL DAWSON-BOWLING

Paul Dawson-Bowling graduated
in Classics, Ancient Histoty and
Philosophy at Brasenose College,
Oxford University. He later went
through medical school and became
a physician. Currently Dr Dawson—
Bowling practices in ci small town
in England, southeast qfLondon. A
life-long Wagnerian, his essays have
appeared in earlier issues of
LErrtvloTivE,
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MUNICH’S GOTTERDAMMERUNG
Pluses and Minuses

The virus that has attacked contemporary
staging of Wagner’s operas demonstrated
its mutant spawn at the unveiling of the
Bavarian State Opera’s new production
of GOrterdthninernng last March. Wotan’s
words from Die Walldfre, “das Ende” reso
nated with truth. The conventional stag
ing of Wagner’s operas has come to all
end and an era of show business travesty
has emerged. Tile virus has won and it is
too late to tutll back. Originally envisioned
by tile late Herbert Wernicke who started
witil Das Rheingold and who ched during
preparation for Die Wa//dire, the Munich
Ring was taken over by American stage
director David Alden.

Alden has unsuccessfully attempted to
incorporate the undeniable ilarshness of
Calvinism with the music of Wagner. Ill
his deconstruction of the opera, he and his
cohon, the dramaturg Nike Wagner, Ilave
abandoned the heroic for a sense of exis

tential doom, Hope and love Ilave been
replaced by a comic hook sense of vio
lence and destruction. The characters ilave
new images. Siegfried emerges as a teen
age victim of Calvinistic predestination
whose fate is the unavoidable and invin
cible destruction of his life. He has 110
insigilt whatsoever and seems only inter
ested in hedonist pursuits. There is noth—
ing heroic about him nor does the charac
ter generate sympathy, I-Ic guzzles cham
pagne at every opportunity and behaves
like a narcissistic lout. Brtinnllilde has
been transformeci into a writer reminis
cent of Susan Sontag. The favorite claugh
ter of Wotan is a chain—smoker who con
scientiously records her thoughts at every
opportunity, and it is a page from iler
journal that slle used to ignite Siegfried’s
funeral pyre.

In 11cr famous 1953 recording, Anila
Russell in 11cr amusing and insightful

analysis of The Ring described the
Rilinemaidens as the Andrew Sisters, and
tilat is the impression tiley make as they
cavorted and danced about the stage in
tilcir slinky costunles. The Andrew Sis
ters are alive and well in Munich, and
they smoke cigarettes.

Gideon Davey’ s sets and costumes
faithfully reflect i950s decor and styles
and look like scenes from a Lori’ s ‘Diner
on the Rhine.’ Wagner’s landscape has
been transposed to a world of polyester
and neon lighting where the spirit of pop
art rules. Tile ligilting designs by Max
Keller were especially imaginative. The
Gibichung FlaIl had been relocated to a
big room at the diner where tables and
chairs were shoved around by the agi
tated male chorus witil all inteilsity that
was Ilair-raising.

Tile Norns (wIlo also smoke) give the
impression of being clinically depressed

j
Gun’une (Nancy Gustafson), Gunther (ill/la Uusitalo), and Siegfried (Sri5 Andersen). Pliows by Wi/fried Hdsl, courtesy Bayerische
Staatsoper.
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and set the tone for the production with
their realization that their eternal knowl
edge is over and the end is imminent. The
next scene appears to be a beatnik pad
with Brtinnhilde and Siegfried sleeping
on the floor atop their wedding-night mat
tress. (This ubiquitous mattress is a con
stant prop throughout the opera.) Brunn
hilde wakes up first, lights a cigarette and
makes herself a cup of coffee. She goes to
her typewriter (a silent model) where she
starts to work. Siegfried stirs and reaches
for Brtinnhilde. Upon seeing her at the
typewriter, he gets up and dresses for the
day. Brlinnhilde acknowledges his pres
ence, but whatever she is writing is more
important than even offering her husband
a cup of coffee. Both are somber until the
score requires that they sing rapturously
of their love and devotion. Sigfried de
parts on his journey of partying and self-
destruction.

As Hagen, Matti Salminen dominated
the production with his powerful bass and
command of the stage. There were many
unexpected moments in the production,
but when Hagen suddenly shoots Gunther,

was shocking and came as a complete
surprise. In modifying Wagner’s ideas to
suit his interpretation of the libretto, Alden
comes up with some strange ideas.
Brfinnhilde’s horse Grane reads the busi
ness pages of the newspaper and is por
trayed by a prancing dancer. Alberich
(Franz-Joseph Kapellmann) crawls out of
a rat while spewing his lust and greed to
Hagen. This brought to mind the lines
from Heine’s poem Die Wanderratten,
“Und wUnscht aufs neue zu teilen die
Welt.” (‘To re-divide the world they de
sire.”) During this scene, Alberich is en
gaged in fornication with some hapless
creature. In keeping with these strange
ideas that ignore the libretto is when
Siegfried is stabbed to death in the chest.
The most absurd moment, however, was
when BrUnnhilde sang: “Armselige,
schweig! Sein Eheweib warst du nie, als
Buhlerin bandest du ihn.” (“Pityable crea
ture, peace! Never were you his wife, but
only his mistress.”) After the last note of
that long passage, she takes off Siegfried’s
Ring, lays it on the stage floor, slashes
her wrist, and proceeds to a tireless im
molation. How the Rheinmaidens ever

got their gold back remained a mystery as
there was no transcendent apotheosis.

Sadly, Wagner’s drama was trans
formed from a heroic epic into a soap
opera about a dysfunctional family with
masochistic behavior. In spite of the out
landish ideas of Alden, the music of Wag
ner could not be destroyed. Zubin Mehta
led his musical forces with confidence
and authority. The excellent cast included
the genuine hochdratnatisch soprano of
Garbriele Schnaut and the dependable
Siegfried of Stig Anderson. Nancy
Gustafson was a sympathetic Gutrune and
the Gunther of Juha Uusitalo was impres
sive. Marjana Lipovsek was a splendid
Waltraude. The orchestra and chorus were
excellent, and each of the soloists reflected
the high standards of the Bavarian State
Opera.

In reflecting upon the experience, a
few observations should be noted. The
hour-long intermissions provide time to
enjoy the gourmet delights and drink at
Kafer’s restaurant in the National Theatre
and to enjoy the stimulating conversation
and strong opinions of Wagnerians from

5

The Act I ‘Waltraude Scene’: Gabriele Schnaur as Brunnhilde and Maijana Lipovsek as her sister sitting on the ubiquitous mattress.

then turns the gun on himself, the event (Continued on page 12)
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THE FLYING DUTCHMAN

The Flying Duich~nan made a triumphant
return to San Francisco, not at the Opera
House but across the street at Davies I-Tall
with the San Francisco Symphony,
Michael Tilson Thomas conducting. Us
ing simple suggestive elements (a few
flying jibs from the acoustical ceiling and
three sinai! staged areas built on the sur
rounding Terrace adorned with deck
lights), the stage director Peter McClintoek
managed to convey the essence of the
dramatic action of the plot without the
usual encumbrances on—stage.

Designer Daniel l-lubp made a large
billowing scrim hovering overhead to
change from ominous cloud to billowing
sail with magic effect. Another ‘sail’ coy
ering the organ pipes projected Supertitles
(courtesy of San Francisco Opera).

Center—stage (and not on the usual ris
ers) the symphony was given proper place
of pride, rather than being discretely rel
egated to a ‘pit’. (We are there for the
music foremost!)

And what a treat to hear this score
played by a,/iill orchestra, spoiling such
forces as three trombones and four French
horns. M.T.T. conducted with driven in
tensity and his musicians responded en
thusiastically.

The Dutchman was sung by Mark
Delavan with rich baritone splendor. One
awaits his Wotan with eagerness. Senta
was magisterially sung by Jane Eaglen,
one of the great Wagnerian voices of our
day. Her rich outpouring of sound was
protean.

Eric Cutler was an amusing Steersman
while Thomas Studebaker stepped in he
roically to replace an indisposed Mark
Baker as Erik. Stephen Milling was an
unusually dignified Daland while Jill
Grove was a charming Mary (these parts
sometimes become caricatures). The Sym
phony Chorus (Vance George, Director)
was magnificent: the sailors chorus, espe
cially the ‘duel’ in Act Three was thrill
ing, with the Dutchmen responding (am
plified) from the back of the auditorium.

(Continued on page 12)

San Francisco Symphony’s Thrilling Semi-staged Production!

Mark De/ai’an (the Dutchman) and Stephen Milling (Daland) on one of the three,
sinai? staged areas.
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Steersman (far right on another staged area) with sailors behind. Audience reaction was overwhelming.

The two ships’ sailors (chains). All photos by Kristen Loken, courtesy San Francisco Symphony.
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MARIINSKY RING
(Co;itinuedfro,n page 3)

Poetic Edda ‘s Jotunheim. Their appear
ance and positions changed throughout
the cycle, sometimes standing, seated,
leaning, and with different types of heads,
or no heads. Mirzoyev is reported as say
ing that ‘‘he aimed to reflect our era of
clones, genetic expenments and tnuta—
tions”. Colors were sparingly used except
for the set for Dos Rheingold and then
massive amounts of red were used for
Gotterda’n,nerung, The program booklet
included the four synopses in English, but
the explanatory articles were in Russian,
only. One had to guess at much of the
symbolism that one saw on the stage.

Das Rlieingolcl

The set for Dos Rheingold had
mummy-like giant figures, decorated with
gold sea shells, suspended in space hori
zontally, and below were little Russian-
doll figures, gnomes, and clones, with red,
green, white colored lights in their heads
which were sometimes blinking (con
trolled robots?). With the opening E fiat
chord dancers appeared clad in black bal
let body suits with long, white, yarn hair.
With misty lighting effects the seaweed
on the costumes brought to mind the be
ginnings of life in the oceans. The Rhine
Daughters in purple and pink flowing
gowns with applied flowers were nicely
eoifed except for the third who had two
ponytails standing up like dog ears. When
the Rhine Daughters sang of the gold,
they stepped into a huge, white filigree
globe with the stage brightly lit, Alberich’s
ring was a lacy, metallic ball around his
neck. Mikhail Kit as Wotan and Svetlana
Volkova as Frieka wore white robes remi
niscent of Roman senators. Freia’s yel
low gown had a fishtail train. Alberich’s
costume was slime green with a reptilian
tail. Viktor Chemomortsev’s command
of the role and his outbursts were power
ful. Fyodor Mozhaev as Donner, in a flow
ing cloak, instead of striking a hammer to
clear the air, removed his very tall hat,
and the hammer blows came from the
orchestra. He sang well, and idiomati
cally. Froh had a multi-colored swatch of
hair in the back. Loge had long red hair.

Mime antI Alberich had cone shaped
heads. The tarnhelm was like a witches’
hat of metallic net and used as though
panning for gold. The giants looked like
massive boulders ten to twelve feet tall,
with human heads protruding at the top.
One could see the men inside walking the
figures. Fasolt took quite a tumble to the
floor when they fought. The dragon, the
rainbow bridge and Valhala were pro—
ected with lighting. The flowing Rhine

music of the conclusion was marred by
some premature applause.

Die Walkiire

For Die Wa/kiire strange prehistoric
bird and animal heads were added to the
suspended giant mummy figures of the
set while the little Russian doll clone fig—
tires were lined up across the rear of the
stage and later were lying on the floor in a
circle. Then they were suspended stand
ing on top of the leaning giants. Were
they used for decoration or to replace the
lack of action? Gennady Bezzubenkov as
Hunding was a rough-hewn figure with a
dog-head-floppy-ears headpiece, and he
used a long whip with which to order his
wife. He was accompanied by five or six
ballet dancer dogs who joined the battle
later. One got in the way of Siegmund’s
sword. Hunding’s kinsmen came inside,
and Sieglinde set plates on the long table
for all. In Act II durng the love scene
between Siegmund and Sieglinde, the fig
ures’ heads and hearts pulsated with red
light. Then the prone beheaded figure,
with weapons protruding and three fig
ures leaning over him, produced an atmo
sphere of the battle. Wotan’s “Geh”s were
ineffective. Wotan put Brunnhilde to sleep
on an elongated rock (actually the table of
Act I), while the Nubian-like figures con
tinued their intrusive dancing. We under
stood that Plaeido Domingo had sung his
impressive Siegmund for the premier.
Alexei Steblianko as our Siegmund kept
his eye pretty much on Gergiev and stood
apart from the other singers during the
curtain call, refusing the proffered flow
ers, although the applause for him was
appreciative of his efforts. Mlada
Khudoley as Sieglinde sang and acted
well but did not appear at all ecstatic as

the sword was very easily pulled from the
tree.

Brunnhilde and her sixteen (why so
many?) Valkyrie sisters wore large
starburst headdresses with their flowing
white gowns. I-Icr opening in Act Il was
sung by her alternate from high in the left
gallery, and then suddenly there she was
on stage with Wotan—a quick trip. Svetlana
Volkova sang a strong Fricka, meeting
with reality’ Wotan’ s cajoling and placat
ing. In this production it was Wotan’
right eye that inexplicably had the patch
(with Mikhail Kit) in two operas, but with
Vladimir Vaneyev in Die Wa/Id/re the
patch was on the left eye (as Wagner
instructed). The conducting of The ‘Ride
of the Valkyries’ and the opening storm
music produced a clean, decisive render
ing—not overblown or ultra—dramatic. The
beautifully sung farewell of Vladimir
Vaneyev and Olga Sergeyeva overcame,
almost, the distracting dancers running to
and fro, whose intrusion effectively elimi
nated the emotional impact of the music.
Red lighting represented the fire.

Siegfried

Three huge, tall figures of the set for
Siegfried were sometimes suspended or
kneeling or standing. They had round
heads with faces, changed to reptilian
heads, and then oval and triangular blocks.
From their bodies long curved pointed
protuberances (fish, fins, seaweed, bio
logical beginnings?) added curiosity for
the viewer. Clone dolls were again part of
the set, and again the dancers with arms
waving ran about the stage.

The forge was a long, huge rock with
old swords impaled in it. Mime hammered
only a bit on a little rock at the end of the
“forge”. All the rest of the hammering
came from the orchestra, not the stage.
There were no bellows. Mime’s stove was
another rock. His costume had many shiny
spoons hung on it, and he had antenna-
like ears. Little was made of his cooking.
A man in a bear costume entered inside a
large rolling wheel that Siegfried brought
in. The wheel then served as a playpen.
Siegfried did little acting except to wave
his arms or rest them against the forge.
Mime’s sword was fat and bent like plas
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tic as Siegfried hit Mime over the head
with it. The shards of Siegmund’s sword
were presented like sheaves of paper by
six dancers. Siegfried’s forged sword was
just picked up off the end of the forge;
there was no broken anvil. The sword had
a large hole between the shaft and handle.
Leonid Zakhozhaev enunciated his Ger
man well and sang the hero’s role with
assurance.

The Wanderer, sting by Mikhail Kit
with a strong voice, brought with him for
his visit with Mime a suitcase from which
he withdrew a skull, flightening Mime
when Wotan threw it at him. The god’s
costume included wolf skins hanging from
his belt. He wore sherpa-like boots, a long
skirt under his coat and a pith helmet. His
costume looked as though a curtain rod
was holding long white stiips of cloth or
feathers. His long white hair aged his ap
pearance.

In Act II it was Alberich who carried
the spear. His reptilion tail was lighter
and easier to manage this time. Fafner
was like a large rock. There was no cave.
The woodbird wore a Snow-Maiden em
broidered costume as she played her flute
and ran around the stage leading Siegfried.
The flute music was then picked up in the
orchestra. Wotan now wore a miniature
Siamese-temple-like headpiece similar to
the woodbird’ s.

In Act III, Erda was in an elaborate red
dress with a headpiece, extended from
which was a red kyack-like carrying pole
from which fell ropes as though to hold
buckets. She again walked out from the
wings to reply to Wotan. He then climbed
up on the anvil rock for his encounter
with Siegfried, sung by Leonid
Zakhozhaev. During a misty musical in
terlude the rock was maneuvered to be
come Brunnhilde’s crag. Without armor
Larissa Gogolevskaya, walked up the rear
steps and positioned herself since there
were no curtains closed between scenes.
There was no emotional interaction be
tween her and Siegfried, The kiss was not
obvious.The singing was well executed
though lacking in any love element. Four
dancers wearing huge flat hats so large
they had to be held from behind for bal
ance by other dancers, took attention away

(Continued on page 10)

Perhaps the i;iost curious Walkure we have ever seen.

Siegfried Act I with Mi~ne in the center foreground

Gotterdämmerung Act 11 with the ever-present dancers below the platform.
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MARIXNSKY RING
(Continuedj)o;n page 9)

from the singing.

Gotterdiimrnerung

GOtterdam;nerung opened with danc
ers holding and moving the three sections
of the rope while the Norns sang. Olga
Sergeyeva as BrUnnhilde wore a white,
embroidered ethnic costume with hat, but
her singing did not sound like Wagner,
and she had trouble with her low notes,
Sergei Lyadov as Siegfried with wolf skins
and sword, was lying on the stage listen
ing. His mg was extremely large. In the
castle of the Gibichungs Gunther and
Gutrune wore skirts and grass hats. Was
this another indication of the universality
of the story? When Siegfried arrived at
the Gibichung’s he wandered through a
crowd of people waving, kneeling, sway
ing, moving around in a stylized way.
Hagen was rather familiar with Gutrune,

much to Gunther’s distress. It was the
dancers who poured the drink into the
two homs—no mixing of blood. The danc
ers, holding hands, again intruded. For
the oath the spear was held not at the
point but much farther back.

For this listener the highlight of the
cycle was Olga Savova’s singing and act
ing Waltraute. She sang wonderfully, ex
pressed her anguish vocally and dramati
cally. The final scene took place on two
levels of the stage—pillars and rock hold
ing tip the tipper level with one and a half
giants in back. Singers and soldiers in
modern dress were on the lower level
while the major players were above. Why,
I don’t know,

With most Ring cycles one remembers
the details even without notes as a re
minder. However, with this production,
two weeks later, it was difficult to picture
the details of what happened for the end
ing. There were so many distractions. Per
formances started sometimes twenty mm—

utes late. One intermission was fifty min
utes long. Some of this was probably due
to the pressure of such an undertaking
and the pressure of such a festival. At
tendees became impatient and clapped
rhythmically. They did have the help of
supertitles, in Russian, of course. We had
wonderful seats, just what we asked for,
but we were not impressed with the pro
duction. There were no gems—something
that always stands out in your mind years
later. In fact we felt rather let down, espe
cially after the great anticipation of a
Gergiev Ring. Although a pre—curtain an
nouncement requested no photography
during the performances, the many flash
bulbs were disturbing.

A form of “musical chairs” seemed to
be played as some ticket holders appro
priatecl parterre seats until the holders of
those seats claimed them, and then they
would try for others until again being dis—
placed. The only ushers were outside sell-

(Continued on page 12)

Das Rheingold. Notice the many dancers on the stage. All photos by Narasha Razina, courtesy of the Mariinsky Thearer, St.
Petersburg.
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WAGNER EXPERIENCE
(Conlinueti from page 3)

Wagner. the Wagner an experience is not
in practice incompatible with enjoying the
transforming experiences of love, and re
ligion, and other things as well.

Whatever Wagner’s stated aims at cci
tam points of his life about the Ring, a
good performance of the cycle leaves an
overwhelming sense that even if the t~vi
light and oblivion must ultimately fall
upon all human endeavour, it does not
matter. It does not matter because simply
to have been, to have endeavoured, to
have had life with all its darkness, its
monotonies and its brilliance is so su
premely worthwhile.

The tremendous achievements of
Wagner’s own life show that he was in
practice anything but a pure life-reject
ing, will-negating disciple of
Schopenhauer, and the Ring seems to ex
emplify the contradictions, the fusion of
Wagner’s ‘Welrabgewandi together with
all the activity and affirmation which are
its opposite extreme. It is because Tanner
is dealing with this kind of thing that his
book seems so riveting. It would seem to
me as worthwhile as The Peijec;
Wagnerite by George Bernard Shaw3, or
Wagner’s Ring and its Sy~nbo1s by
Donnington4.

There is one further point. In the fitce
of all the detailed explanation in Michael
Tanner’s book, the mechanism by which
Wagner achieves his transcendental ef
fect is still puzzling. The impression left
by Robert Donnington’s book is that
Wagner’s impact has to do with Jungian
archetypes, and the mesmerising effect of
the myth. C. S. Lewis described his en
counter with Wagner as ‘The Day the
Sky tumed Round’, and this was even
before he heard a note of the music. But

what abotit Bruckner? Bruckner had not
the foggiest idea of a stoiyline in Wagner
and is reported to have asked at the end of
Die Walküre: “Why is BrUnnhilde being
burned?” He was transformed neverthe
less as a man and artist by the music of
Tannhauset: It was Wagner’s music that
turned him from one moment to the next
from a minor church composer into the
genius whose works will resound across
the world down the centuries.

My own father first heard Wagner in a
plonky, two-piano arrangement of the
‘Ride of the Valkyries’ that accompanied
a silent film. The film was long forgotten,
but the spell had been cast; my father was
enthralled forever, even though Pa,wijhl
became his ultimate favourite. As with
Bruckner, here too it was the music that
was the instrument of conversion, the
blinding light on the road to Damascus.
But how the music on its own works this
effect is still mysterious.

—Paul Dawson-Bowling

NOTES

Wagner by Michael Tanner (Princeton:
Princeton University Press and in Great Brit
ain, HarperCollinsPuhlishers. Both 1996).
2. The Real Wagner by Ralph Sabor (Lon
don: André Deutsch Ltd. 105—106 Great
Russell Street, London WCIB 3L3, 1987).
3. The Peifect Wagnerite, by George Ber
nard Shaw. (London: Constable & Co., 1923).
4. Wagner’s Ring and Its Symbols by Rob
ert Donnington. (London: Faber and Faber, 24
Russell Square, 1963).

N.B. Tanner’s book Wagner is cur
rently in print in a paperback edition.

FLYING DUTCHMAN
(Continued from page 6)

The Norwegian women were so well pre
pared it seemed foolish for them to cariy
their musical scores while they ‘spun’
(playing with balls of yarn).

The lesson here is that we don’t need
or want overblown productions which ob
fuscate the composer’s intentions (and cost
millions of dollars to create)—Opera as
Symphony works!

MARIINSKY RING
(Conti,n,edJthm page 10)

—David Marsten

ing programs. The final curtain call rec
ognized the conductor and the orchestra
with enthusiasm, but then the audience
was lukewarm with its applause for oth
ers. The curtain call was not repeated—
most unusual. Perhaps another attempt
without the mixed signals of this concept
and fewer distractions would succeed.

—Verna Parino

GOTTERDAMMERUNG
(Continued/)-o;n page 5)

near and 11w. No titles distracted one from
the drama and the cast projected the words
with clarity. A sense of excitement pre
vailed in spite of the distorted images
conjured by Alden. Wagner’s music was
wonderful to hear. One could always close
their eyes to the silly antics on stage.

—William Aguiar Jr.
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